Interaction of Whispering Gallery Mode (WGM) with a dilute spin ensemble in solids is an interesting paradigm of Hybrid Quantum Systems potentially beneficial for Quantum Signal Processing applications. In the present work, WGM spectroscopy of Rare-Earth doped YSO crystal reveals the existence of Iron Group Ion (IGI) co-dopings with concentration levels of 20-200 ppb. The IGI spin ensembles demonstrate large Zero Field Splittings at 14.7GHz, 18.4GHz and 25.4GHz, considerable anisotropy of the g-tensors, as well as two inequivalent lattice sites. Strong coupling regimes between an ensemble of IGI spins and WGM photons have been demonstrated at 18.4 GHz and near zero field. This approach together with useful optical properties of these ions opens a new avenue for 'spins-in-solids' Quantum Electrodynamics.
The development of Hybrid Quantum Systems (HQS) have become a promising direction towards the realisation of the quantum information processing unit [1] [2] [3] [4] . Such systems gather together the advantages of its constituting parts, which are based on different physical systems in the quantum regime. Examples include superconducting qubits, trapped atoms, electron and atomic spins, etc. These systems usually require either an optical or microwave electromagnetic coherent readout, usually based on photonic cavities both 2D and 3D. Despite recent progress in 2D planar superconducting structures, some advantages of 3D superconducting cavities, such as long coherence time of specially design transmons [5, 6] and very high Q-factors, revive recent attention to these structures [7] . Some examples of 3D cavities include; Transverse Electric (TE) [7, 8] , lumped reentrant [9, 10] , Fabry-Pérot (FP) [11, 12] and Whispering Gallery Mode (WGM) [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] resonators. Up to now, HQS were based only on TE, lumped and FP type resonators [7] . In this work we demonstrate that the strong coupling regime required for coherent quantum information readout can also be achieved using microwave WGM photons interacting with spins in a dielectric.
WGMs are widely used as a probing tool in many areas of science including detection of mechanical motion [18] , magnetic fields [19] , biological substances [20] , test of fundamental physics [21] , and are now approaching quantum limited sensitivity [22] . Whispering Gallery modes are also used as classical [23, 24] and atomic [25, 26] oscillators. The popularity of these types of resonators is due to the possibility of achieving extremely high Quality Factors through the elimination of most loss terms excluding the material loss [27] . Recently, these types of modes have been used for ultrasensitive microwave spectroscopy of paramagnetic impurities in dielectric crystals [14] [15] [16] [17] with efficient sensitivity to detect naturally occurring impurities at the level of few points per billion.
In a typical WGM resonator, electromagnetic energy is mostly confined in a dielectric crystal simultaneously playing a role of a 3D photonic cavity and hosting impurity ions to interact with. This solution is potentially advantageous over a 2D cavity where the host crystal is placed in the evanescent field of a metallic structure, since it may result in stronger coupling with lower cavity loss.
The strong coupling regime in microwave WGM cavities has yet to be demonstrated clearly due to the large linewidths of the Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) studied to date, in particular in sapphire (Al 2 O 3 ). Sapphire has extremely low loss allowing WGMs to have Q-factors at the quantum limit in excess of one hundred million (10 Hz linewidth) [28] , however nuclei spins of Al 3+ lattice ions broaden ESRs of magnetic impurities to around 28 MHz [29] . A compromise can be made by changing the crystal host and type of an ion constituting the spin ensemble.
In particular, single crystal Y 2 SiO 5 (YSO) is a potential candidate for this role due for a number of reasons. Firstly, YSO is a low loss dielectric with a large enough dielectric constant (of order 10). Such features of this crystal make it possible to design low loss 3D WGM type cavities in the X and K u frequency bands. Secondly, Er 3+ ions in YSO crystal both have microwave (magnetic field controllable over the X and and K u bands) and infrared optical (telecommunication C-band) transitions exhibiting long coherence times [30] . Thirdly, 167 Er isotope has nonzero nuclear spin resulting in a hyperfine structure occupying 1-5 GHz range at zero external field [31] . Due to combination of these microwave and optical properties, doped YSO crystals have recently drawn consid-erable attention in quantum optical community [32] [33] [34] . Potentially, they can be used for physical realisation of quantum memories and microwave-optical quantum interface [1, [35] [36] [37] [38] .
In particular, WGM resonators have been considered as microwave-to-optical up converters with one photon efficiency [39] . Despite the dominant role of Rare Earth dopings of YSO crystals for optical applications, the Iron Group Ions (IGIs) could also play an important role in some optical devices [40] . In this work we discover a significant amount of IGIs with large Zero Field Splittings (ZFS) and magnetic anisotropy in Erbium and Europium doped single crystal (Er
SiO 5 ) and demonstrate the strong coupling regime for an ensemble of IGIs. These ion impurities are unintentional codopants with the Rare-Earth Ions (REI) introduced during the crystal growth process.
Several cylindrically shaped YSO crystals (see Table I for details) were placed in a copper shield situated in a superconducting magnet (see Fig. 1 ). The system was cooled down to 20 mK with a dilution refrigerator. The WGMs in the dielectric cavity were coupled to the electric components of the field with two straight probes. This coupling is kept low in order to prevent external losses. The incident signal is cryogenically attenuated by 10, 10 and 20 dB at 4K, 100mK and 20mK cryocooler stages respectively. This attenuation prevent penetration of the room temperature noise into the system. The output signal is amplified by a low noise cryogenic amplifier cooled to 4K and another room-temperature amplifier. The cavity and the cold amplifier are separated by a circulator at the 20mK stage preventing the amplifier back-action. For all the experiment the external DC magnetic field is applied along the symmetry axis of the resonator cylinder. The experimental procedure presuppose scanning of the external DC magnetic field and monitoring the cavity response [14, 15] . When the splitting between energy levels approaches the WGM resonance frequency, the system exhibits an avoided crossing between two Harmonic Oscillators: one is the photon mode, the other is the spin ensemble [41] . If the coupling strength between a spin ensemble and a photonics mode exceeds the average linewidth of the resonances, the system is said to exhibit the strong coupling regime. This regime is characterised by hybridisation of the electromagnetic mode and the spin ensemble and is fruitful for many applications of quantum signal processing [42] . 
where ξ is the filling factor, g DC is the DC g-factor, β is the Bohr magnetron. Assuming this parameter is in the typical range for well-confined WGMs (0.1 − 1), the corresponding concentration of the ions can vary in the range 4 × 10 14 − 4 × 10 15 cm −3 which is significantly less than the expected concentration of Er ions. It should be noted that the external DC magnetic field at which the strong coupling regime is achieved is 2.5mT. This value is lower than the critical field for the superconducting phase of Aluminium. This makes possible an HQS architecture in which the Aluminium-based Josephson Junction qubits are directly coupled to the "spins-in-solids" system [43, 44] without additional qubit shielding.
The result of the experimental procedure described above can be represented by a number of avoided level crossings (ALCs) such as those shown in Fig. 2 . The ALCs can be put on a map where each dot denotes a crossing. Such a map is possible due to a large number of WGMs in a dielectric cylinder and their relatively narrow linewidths and high filling factors [14] . A map of ALCs attributed only to the IGIs for two Er:YSO (samples 1 and 3), and Eu:YSO (sample 7), are shown in Fig. 3 (A) , (B) and (C) respectively, with corresponding Zeeman line interpretations. While the numerical parameter estimations for all seven samples are given in Table I . Classification of these ALCs as IGIs is apparent from the structure of the corresponding transitions. IGIs exhibit large Zero Field splittings due to the crystal field significantly affecting the 3d electrons. In contrast, REIs have shielded 4f electrons resulting in the absence of ZFS for isotopes with zero nuclear spin. These measurements have been compared to spectroscopy of a similar but undoped and purified crystal. This crystal demonstrates no ALCs from either REIs or IGIs. This suggest that both types of ions are introduced during the crystal growth and doping process for both Erbium or Europium doped crystals. Note that IGI co-doping have not been previously observed [7, 31, 45] . Thus, this work is the first demonstration of a strong coupling regime with the IGIs.
Not all ALCs can be classified as the strong coupling interaction due to mode differences in filling factors, polarisation and quality factors. Moreover, it is observed that typical coupling at larger external magnetic field is weaker than at lower ones.
Results reveal the existence of four zero field splittings and five Kramers doublets (see Table I ). The g 4± and g 5± pairs of lines have the same ZFS, and form a structure for which S ≥ 3 2 . The same structure is formed by the g 2± and g 3± pairs. This suggest the existence of at least two impurity types. Firstly, there is evidence that the Chromium substitutes for both the Y (octahedral site) and Si (tetrahedral site) with 3+ and 4+ valence states respectively. In particular, there are some ESR studies of such materials, especially Cr 4+ :YSO [46, 47] , although detailed ESR spectroscopy of Cr:YSO is missing. Secondly, it is unlikely to be Nickel as it has not been reported to exist in a matched valence/coordination of the native sites. However, Ni 2+ does exist in 4-fold coordination and could theoretically (and at low levels) substitute for Si 4+ ions accompanied by an Oxygen vacancy for charge balance. Thirdly, Iron ions can not be easily incorporate into the YSO crystal structure. Although the Fe 6+ atomic radius is well matched to the Si 4+ radius, and this ion exists in the 4-fold coordination, however, the charge balance required for this substitution has low probability. Fe 4+ could also be excluded based on the fact [48, 49] that the corresponding atomic radius is much larger than the native Si 4+ , and it exists only in 6-fold coordination, rather than the native 4-fold of the Si site. Fe 3+ is not reported to exist in the coordination of the two native Y 3+ sites, 7-fold and 9-fold coordination. Fe 2+ could (theoretically and at low levels) substitute for a Si 4+ accompanied by an Oxygen vacancy for charge balance.
Summarising this information with regards to the ob- served ZFS (Table I) , it can be concluded 1) ZFS 1 (25.4 GHz) belongs to S = 1 system which is most probably the Cr 4+ ion; 2) ZFS 2 , ZFS 3 (18.4 GHz) most likely belongs to Ni 2+ , S = 1 system, for which all equivalent positions merge, and the splitting according to a spin number must be observable; 3) ZFS 4 , ZFS 5 (14.7 GHz) is expected to be Cr 3+ giving S = 3/2 structure. Despite the fact that the g-tensor is almost symmetric for IGIs, the observed ALCs demonstrate considerable dependence of on the crystal orientation. Indeed, in the case of the g 5± lines, the effective DC g-factor changes by around the factor of two when the crystal axes are rotated by 45
• angle. Table I shows that this dependence is consistent for crystal with the same orientation and different doping level.
Another feature that is not typical for IGIs is the splitting of the interactions into two lines at high field as shown for g 2+ on the inset of Fig. 3 . This splitting is related to existence of two inequivalent sites for the same type of impurity ion. The difference between two g-factors is 0.03 that becomes only resolvable due to presence of the high field ALCs shown on the inset.
Interaction of WGMs with the REIs demonstrates the same structure as the previous experiments on Er doped YSO crystals at milliKelvin temperatures [7, 31, 45] . In particular, a corresponding map demonstrates four major transitions: two non-degenerate lattice sites with two magnetically inequivalent subclasses (a) and (b) related by inversion [50, 51] . Additionally, the 167 Er isotope has nuclear magnetic moment I = 7 2 providing an additional hyperfine structure both with zero and nonzero nuclear spin change.
In conclusion, WGM spectroscopy of Er:YSO and Eu:YSO at milliKelvin temperatures reveal additional impurities. Due to sufficient number of these impurities ions, the ensemble yields a strong coupling to WGMs at small fields. The coupling strength approaches 3.3 MHz overcoming typical spin linewidth of 1 − 2 MHz, which exceeds decay rates of SC quantum circuits. A spectroscopic map demonstrates ZFS attributed to Nickel and Cromium estimated to be present at the level of 20-200 ppb. These large ZFSs favors easier integration with SC qubits at smaller magnetic field. The measured gfactors reveal a strong anisotropy of these ions which is typical for an axial crystals. The presented experiment paves the way towards the use of IGI doped laser crystals for quantum memories and other Quantum Information Processing.
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